
Q: What does pro-life mean to you?
A: Everyone has the right to life, from conception to natural  
     death, and it should not be taken away.
Q: How do you get your pro-life information?
A: From my family, my Church and events like the Walk for  
    Life.
Q:What are ways you get involved with pro-life issues? 
A: Walk for Life and talking to people at my school.
Q:How are you an example for the future pro-life 
    generation?
A: I stand up for what I believe even if it's the unpopular  
     opinion. If it's what's right, then stand up for it!

/RightToLifeCA /RightToLifeCA@RightToLifeCA @RightToLifeCA
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We are excited to see the faces of the next pro-life generation. Teens can follow us at Teens4LifeCC 
(Instagram), join us at our fair booths, get involved with pro-life clubs, contact your legislators, vol-
unteer for 40 Days for Life each spring and fall, collect items to donate to moms who choose life and 
request educational presentations for your school or youth group.  ese are several ways for teens to 
get involved and stay informed.  

Visit RightToLifeCA.com and click on our “Teen” tab for more resources and information. 

Ashley C. - 17 yrs. old
Q: What does pro-life mean to you?
A: To me, being pro-life means fighting for those who   
     cannot fight for themselves and creating an under -  
     standing for those unborn children who deserve to live.
Q: How do you get your pro-life information?
A: I get my pro-life information from RTLCC because ever  
    since I was little, I have spent lots of time in their   
    office, and as a result, I was able to learn about the   
    cause. Furthermore, I also learn about pro-life 
    information by educating myself on the matter.
Q:What are ways you get involved with pro-life issues? 
A: I get involved in pro-life issues by paticipating in the           
    Culture for Life club at SJM High School, which is dedi-  
    cated to spread awareness about the pro-life movement  
    and raise money for the cause. Furthermore, I also 
    participate in RTLCC’s annual auction , which raises    
    money and supports the pro-life cause.
Q:How are you an example for the future pro-life 
    generation?
A: I am an example of the future pro-life generation be-  
    cause I educate myself on the matter and demon-    
    strate the perspective of a pro-life person through    
    non-judgement and understanding. 

Siena B. 

Siena B. - 15 yrs. old

Meet our wo fces of the Teen Pro-Life Geeraion! Ashley & Siena!

Ashley C. 



While most Americans are unaware of it, 41% of abortions in this country 
are not performed surgically, but via chemical or so-called “medication” 
abortion. �e process of chemical abortion involves a pregnant woman 
orally ingesting two medications over the course of a roughly 2-day period. 
�e �rst is mifeprex or mifepristone, the “abortion pill” proper. �is pill 
alters the lining of the woman’s uterus in order to cut o  the developing 
fetus’ “life support,” thus resulting in the child’s death. �e second, 
misoprostol, arti�cially induces labor, resulting in the woman expelling the 
fetus in a fashion similar to miscarriage. �e process is only approved for 
women who are 10 weeks pregnant or less. To be clear, this is di�erent 
from the morning after pill.

Until earlier this year, FDA restrictions on the chemical abortion process required that the �rst 
drug, mifepristone, be ingested in a clinical context under observation from healthcare 
professionals. �roughout the Trump administration, pro-abortion activists urged that those 
restrictions be lifted, due to a desire to increase abortion “access” for women who live far from 
an abortion clinic or lack transportation. President Biden has approved this change as an 
“emergency” procedure in light of the COVID pandemic, but there is no doubt these changes 
will become permanent.
�is brings us to a more frightening prospect: telemedicine abortions. �e future of abortion 
provision—which is already reality in some states—is that abortion can be accomplished almost 
entirely via a smartphone. After a positive pregnancy test, a woman will download a 
telemedicine app to her phone and begin chatting through the app (via a HIPAA-secured server) 
with a nurse practitioner for Planned Parenthood, who will prescribe chemical abortion. �e 
medication will then be mailed to the woman’s door. No need for an abortion clinic, no need 
for a car: abortion has now become as simple as getting an Amazon Prime package, health 
concerns be damned. In this setting, there is no opportunity to perform an ultrasound to see if 
the pregnancy is under 10 weeks, if the woman is experiencing an ectopic pregnancy, or to 
provide support. Women will be aborting their children entirely by themselves in their homes, 
with no required outside support.
According to the Charlotte Lozier Institute, the number of abortions has increased in more than 
20 states in 2019 which coincided with the increased usage of chemical abortions.
We must �ght against this. Pro-life entities like the Obria Medical Clinics of Central California 
are utilizing telemedicine to chat with women via smartphone apps before Planned Parenthood 
can get to them. Pro-life states are outlawing telemedicine abortion services and shipping 
abortion pills via mail. �ere are illegal sites where women are accessing black market abortion 
pills and having them mailed without a prescription. Pro-lifers must defend our children and 
our communities from the scourge of chemical abortion.
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UPCOMING 
EVENTS

September 22 - October 31
40 Days for Life Campaign

.
October 6 - October 17

Fresno Fair
.

October 29 - October 31
Rachel’s Vineyard Retreat

.
November

Opening of  Obria Medical 
Clinic

.
December 3

Christmas Dinner & Auction
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Ashley C. - 17 yrs. old
Q: What does pro-life mean to you?
A: To me, being pro-life means fighting for those who   
     cannot fight for themselves and creating an under -  
     standing for those unborn children who deserve to live.
Q: How do you get your pro-life information?
A: I get my pro-life information from RTLCC because ever  
    since I was little, I have spent lots of time in their   
    office, and as a result, I was able to learn about the   
    cause. Furthermore, I also learn about pro-life 
    information by educating myself on the matter.
Q:What are ways you get involved with pro-life issues? 
A: I get involved in pro-life issues by paticipating in the           
    Culture for Life club at SJM High School, which is dedi-  
    cated to spread awareness about the pro-life movement  
    and raise money for the cause. Furthermore, I also 
    participate in RTLCC’s annual auction , which raises    
    money and supports the pro-life cause.
Q:How are you an example for the future pro-life 
    generation?
A: I am an example of the future pro-life generation be-  
    cause I educate myself on the matter and demon-    
    strate the perspective of a pro-life person through    
    non-judgement and understanding. 



33rd Annual Christmas Dinner and Auction
Fresno Convention Center, Ernest E. Valdez Exhibit Hall

Honoring
Doug & Therese Swinehart

Please visit our website for sponsorship opportunities and information.
We look forward to seeing you there!
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Outreach Center Mid June - September 2021
- Number of Volunteers at Sidewalk: 94                                                  - Mothers choosing Life: 5
- Number of informational bags handed out: 232                                  - People coming into the Outreach Center: 4

Live Action Action Training in San Fransico, CA40 DFL Kick-Off Rally

First-ever Califronia March for Life

Texas Heartbeat Bill ABC 30 Interview

40 Days for Life Leadership Training - Houston, TX

40 Days for Life Leadership Training - Houston, TX

Rosali C. & daughter & grand-daughter  
volunteering at the Madera Fair

���������
George at the Madera Fair

OLPH students helping prepare for Fair
Sarah, Monica & Linda 

celebrating Baby G’s 1st B-Day!

Friends of RLCC celebrating Baby B’s B-Day!

Baby B enjoying 
his smash cake

Upcoming Volunteer 
Opportunities:

40 Days for Life
Sept. 22-Oct. 31

Fresno Fair
October 6-17

Contact George at 
559-785-1065 / george@rtlcc.org

Right to Life will o er educational presentations at 
Catholic schools and Conrmation programs 

throughout Fresno this academic year. 
Contact us if you want us at your school or church!

40 Days for Life
Sept. 22nd - Oct. 31, 2021

Birthday Parties

Outreach Activities

Madera Fair Sept. 9-12, 2021



Finding Hope, Healing  and  Peace
Rachel’s Vineyard

If you or someone you love is hurting from  an abortion, please 
call our Fresno area contacts. We have peer counselors with 20 

years of experience and a licensed clinical social worker 
available to help.  All calls and information shared are strictly 

con�idential and our counselors are off site.

Fresno-area contacts:
1-833-776-0023 (English)
1-888-686-8537 (Spanish)

For anyone currently struggling 
with a crisis pregnancy we can 

provide support and helpful 
resources. Our Rachel’s Vineyard 

team is here to serve you.

Over-the-counter pregnancy tests enable women to detect 
pregnancies very early which have now led to a surge in the use of 
chemical abortions.  More than 40% of abortions are now done this 
way and the percentage is likely to increase due to the use of 
telemedicine. Chemical abortion pills are advertised as a safe, 
convenient, and private way to terminate an unplanned pregnancy.   
�ey give women the false hope that this method will alleviate the 
stress that may be experienced with a surgical abortion and 
emphasize the ease of using these deadly chemicals.

�e “myth” is that a chemical abortion is a safe medical procedure.  
�ose who advocate for chemical abortions do irreparable harm and 
a great disservice to women.  �ey send women home alone with no 
one to protect them from what they will experience. �e process is 
four times more likely to require medical intervention afterward than 
a surgical abortion. Women are told that they will likely feel 
moderate cramping like a heavy menstrual period; however, most 
women experience unbearable cramping and excruciating pain. 

It is alarming that the FDA has recently altered some of the safety 
protocols regarding the use of mifepristone and misoprostol for 
pregnancy termination. �e lack of close medical supervision often 
contributes to a higher risk of severe infection, sepsis, hemorrhaging, 

2021 Upcoming Retreat:

  October 29-31

The Physical & Psychological Consequences of Chemical Abortion
By Patti Lometti, LCSW and Rachel’s Vineyard Facilitator

Evangel Home Vision:  "A home where the cycle of crisis ends, where lives are reconciled to Jesus Christ, 
where families and relationships are restored and where the future holds hop for the next generation”

aEvangel Home is a homeless shelter for women and women with children. Our motto is Christ leads, people care, 
lives change. We began changing lives in 1955 when our founder discovered there was no place for women to go when 
leaving a toxic environment. Today we still help women break the cycle of crisis and be able to become �rmly estab-
lished in society. We have grown over the years and own half the block where women can receive professional counsel-
ing, child care, chapel, emergency shelter, or long term programming. 

For more Information please contact Sarah Dawson, Executive Director 
@ 559-264-4714 or director@evangelhome.org
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undiagnosed ectopic pregnancy, uterus rupture, incomplete abortion, 
and even death. �e psychological and emotional consequences often 
include depression, anxiety, profound sadness, regret, guilt, grief, and 
can increase the likelihood of substance abuse and/or other 
self-destructive behaviors.  In the aftermath of all abortion procedures, 
women lose part of themselves when their child has died.  

�e truly sad and extremely distressing aspect of a chemical abortion is 
that the woman becomes the abortionist and her bathroom and bedroom 
become the abortion clinic.  Since the mother is performing her own 
abortion and often must see and handle her own child’s body or body 
part, this is even more traumatic than a surgical abortion.  �e 
devastating consequence is that many women face a unique type of pain 
(traumatic memories, �ashbacks, and intrusive thoughts and images) as 
they try to live day to day in the very place where their innocent baby 
died.

Grassroots agencies and women who have seen and experienced the 
devastating e¢ects of chemical abortion are now trying to give a voice to 
women who have been emotionally, psychologically, and physically 
harmed by this procedure.  We saw the agonizing scenes of Abby 
Johnson’s chemical abortion in the movie Unplanned.  

Pregnancy Resources of Right to Life



�ank You to Our 
New and Continuing
300 Club Members!

All Valley Automotive
Cross City Christian Church
Dalena/ Benik & Associates
Holy Family Church
J.D. Ostdiek Insurance
Lighthouse Fellowship Church
New Covenant Community Church
Rosa Brothers Milk Company
Saint Agnes Medical Center
Sisters of Nazareth of Fresno
Trust All Roo�ng
The Bathtub Medic
Richard & Nancy Aaron
Je� & Maureen Abercrombie
Jorge & Carmen Acuna
Antonio Aguirre
Rosa Alvarenga
David J Alvarez
Robert Wirtz & Ana Cruz
Tom & Lori Anderson
Anthony & Katie Andrade
Neil & Marianne Angelillo
Ray & Hilary Angelillo
Harvey & Lillian Armas
Vitalina Armas
Richard & Janice Ashodian
In Memory of Juliet Atmajian
Timothy K. Atmajian, M.D.
Doris &  Rosemary Avilla
Angelica Balderas
Domenic & Charlotte Bavaro
Chris & Caroline Beaston
Brian Bedrosian Farms
Chris & Denise Beintker
Mary Ann Belfy
Mary Bishop
Wayne & Carol Bitter
David Boldt
Tim Bone
Michael & LeAnne Bone
David & Jean-Marie Bonnar
George & Darlene Brazil
Rick & Toni Breadmont
Bishop Joseph Brennan
Troy & Jenny Brooks
Curt Bruno
Vera N Bryan
Sylvester & Margaret Bryan
Mark &  Suzy Byrnes
Dick & Lu Caglia
Sally Caglia
Richard Michael Caglia

Brian & Charity Callis
Brian & Fran Cameron
Mark & Janet Cameron
Leopoldo & Maria Cantu
Joseph & Florence Carrara
Bill & Sharon Carrasco
Gary & Tracey Carrasco
Michael  & Gloria Carter
Catherine Cash
Olivia Chaney
Dirk & Mariateresa Charley
Barbara Christiansen
Gaston Cignetti
Theodora Cli�ord
Gary & Dawn Coelho
John & Veronica Coelho
William & Kathleen Coit
Juan & Mary Ann Contreras
Sarah Corum
David & Becky Cox
Kevin & Elizabeth Crary
Nivia & Eliseo Cuellar
Robert & Priscilla Dack 
Frank &  Virginia Dalena
Joe & Heather Dalena
Brian & Lisa Dalena
Stephen & Margaret de Lorimier
Maria de Lourdes Guzman
Jacob De Pue
Marcelino DeAnda
Maury & Lisa DeBenedetto, Sr.
Tony & Mary Dela Torre
Sam & Beverly Delk
Eugene & Lois Dellavalle
Marshall & Denise DenHartog
Ada Dennie
Jim & Janis Devany
Tony & Claire Dias
Judith Dickison-Ryskamp
Paul Dictos
Charles & Doris Dingle
Johnnie & Teresa Dominguez
Val Dornay, ESQ
Steve & Debbie Dunnegan
Santiago & Raquel Duran
Mary Easton
Larry & Carol Edde
Ben & Stella Elgorriaga
Mike & Dolores Elkins
Bryant Elkins
Debbie Erickson
Leila Espinoza

Steven & Courtney Esqueda
Tom & Marisa Evans
Jerry & Patty Fahrney
Richard & Mary Fairbank
David & Joelle Farrow
Cindy Ferdinandi
Tom & Karen Ferdinandi
Marlita Ferriea
Chris & Heidi Fiorentino
Donna Fleming
Barbara Fletcher
Jean Floro
Ronald & Sheri Foglio
Ernest & Elisa Fordin
Joseph & Daena Forestiere
Brent Foster
Patrick & Kelly Fourchy
Judith Frampton-Binz
Je� & Jamie Francis
Greg & Teri Fraser
Steve Frost
Dan & Sandy Gallagher
Christopher & Meghan Gallo
Peter & Michelle
Dominic & Michelle Gartung
Ron & Roberta Genini
Chris & Carmie Gennock
John & Holly Gerardi
Michael & Megan Gerardi
Gary & Donna Giannetta
Patrick & Angela Gless
Miguel Godia
Dina Godina
Kevin & Sarah Goering
Patrick & Denise Golden
Ed & Patricia Gomes
William & Carol Gong
Juan & Antonia Gonzales
Diane Gonzalez
Patrick Gorman
Charles W. Gossett
Jaime & Barbara Gray
Liam & Brenna Gray
Ronald & Linda Grossman
Mike & Kathy Haines
David & Karen Hall
Marsha Hammon
Doug & Barbara Hampson
Randy & Christine Hardcastle
Matthew Hartwig
Clint & Kelly Haskell
Brandon & Jillian Hatch

Dudley & Sharon Haverty
Judy Heltne
Brandon Hempler
David Henard
Richard & Nicki Henson
Nancy & Charles Hindenburg
Ed & Rita Ho�knecht
Larry & Ranae Holody
William & Kathleen Hopkins
Deborah Hughes
Marcel & Lucille Iczkowski
Jose Iniguez
Jim & Judy Irvine
Charles & Martha Irwin
Ralph S. Jimenez
Brent & Patty John
In Memory of Patricia Johnson
Jim Johnson
Bob & Michele Johnson
Dominico & Molly Johnston
Je� & Debbi Jorgensen
John & Suzelle Kasaian
Jonathan & Julia Keller
Daral & Rosemary Kennedy
Michael & Mary Ann Klepper
Molly Knu�ke
Richard & Vanessa Kunz
David Kuszmar
Joe & Elizabeth LaCrue
Joe & Karen Lamb
Juana Lara
Derek & Susie Larsen
Philip & Laurie Larson
Linda Latner
Walter & Sally Lauritzen
Angelo & LeAnne Lavagnino
Taylor & Christina Ledak
Christina Linneman
Tim & Kristi Lockwood
Patricia Lometti
John Lopez
Julie Lopez Thurston
Bob & Evie Loutherback
Bill Lucido
Patricia Lutz
Richard & Susan Mann
Bryan & Bernadette Martin
Timothy C. Martin
Roberto & Editha Martinez
Pat & Linda Mastro
Enrique Mayo
Robert McArthur
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Thank you all for your continuing support of our 300 Club. Many of you knew our beloved former board member, 
employee, and supporter, Debby Bone, who passed away in October of 2020. Not only was Debby a staunch supporter 
of Right to Life, but she also founded the 300 Club. Debby believed that there is widespread support of the Pro-Life 
movement in California and that, through grassroots e�orts, we can save babies! She also knew that not everyone is 
able to contribute large donations, but if each person gave $25 a month or any amount they are comfortable with, 
then together, we can continue the �ght for life.

"We miss Mom every day, however, there are moments when we can feel her presence. Watching the 
300 Club become what it has is one of those moments. It has Debby written all over it. We couldn’t 

think of a more fitting legacy for our Mom than a fund that keeps the doors open for a cause she held 
so dear to her heart. Thank you for keeping our Mom’s memory alive while protecting the unborn." 

-  Mary Grace Schurter, Daughter of Debby Bone

Our 300 Club has been successful due to the support of members like yourself. So, thank you for your 300 
Club membership! With your support, we will continue to work hard to carry out our mission.
    Thank You!

Debby Bone 



Listen On

Saturdays 
9 AM to 10 AM

RAD IO

In this beautiful, �rst-of-its-kind book, Nicole guides you 
through the steps involved in cultivating your personal style 
that celebrates your unique genius, mission, and vocation and 
that's re�ective of a Catholic worldview. You'll learn how to 
perceive and appreciate your self-worth by owning your own 
story and celebrating your unique inherent dignity. You'll then 
learn how to integrate that identity with your faith life and 
personal style. When all three are combined, you'll be able to 
harness contagious con�dence, which becomes the means 
through which you can connect with others and evangelize in 
a compelling way.

FAMILY MOVIE NIGHT

Worthy of Wearing: 
How Personal Style 
Expresses Our 
Feminine Genius

Listen to the “Stories from the Side-
walk” segment with Linda Teliha the 

�rst Saturday of each month. Hear 
about the life-a�rming work done at 
our Outreach Center next to Planned 

Parenthood.

Have a pro-life question you would 
like answered on the radio? 
Email: questions@RTLCC.org

Book Recommendation

Stop searching and start watching!  Here are some 
Pro-Life movie titles you should watch.

MOVIES ABOUT FATHERS

“Fatherhood” “Show Me The Father”

Doug & Therese Swinehart
James Tasy
Jeremy & Diane Pearce
James & Carolyn Perez
Mary & Fred Peterson
Karen & Ron Petrinovich
Valerie Plaster
Chris & Melanie Pope
Mary & Randy Quattrin
Ann Rader
Jon Rager
Gloria Ramirez
Lynn & Judith Ratzla 
Lorene Rau
Steve & Linda Rea
Gertrude Reeves
Anne Remlinger
Lorelei  Remlinger
Nathan Ribb
Randy & Mary Richardson
Toby & Corinne Rien
Vicente Garza& Maria Rios-Garza
Forest & Cheryl Risch
Sylvia Rivas
Frank & Patricia Robin
Jess & Martha Rodriguez
Pete Roman
Armando Romo
Cli  & Cathy Ronk
Steve & Michelle Rontell
Ron & Yvonne Rudolf
Joe & Cathy Russo
Mike Ryan
Mary Helen Salsedo
Lenore Samson

Dave & Sue Thomas
Eric & Elaine Thompson
Jon Thornton
Amy Tobin
Mark & Tanya Tremp
Annie Tremp
Teresa M. Trevino
Daniel & Dolores Trout
Carl & Barbara Ueland
Craig & Barbara Ulrici
Louis & Cecilia Vasquez
Thomas & Ewa VaVerka
Carmen Vega
Jerry Velasquez
Susan Venturi-Cappelluti
David & Marilyn Vierra
Yvette Villa
Michael & Lupe Villegas
Loretta Vinuela
Mitch Wall
Mary Wallace
Barry & Cathy Warmerdam
Greg & Lynn Warmerdam
Doreen Wathen
Donald Wettstead
David & Susan Whitsitt
Crissy Winslow
David & Shelia Wol 
Jason & Sissy Wood
Carol Wirght
Robert Zanoni
Evangelina Zavala

John & Patti McCann
Mary Ann McCormick
Ian & Mary McLean
Angelica Medellin
John & Mary Mello
Charles & Eloise Mendoza
Joe & Marie Meneses
Bobbye Metzler
Dennis Metzler
Robert & Susan Mikkelsen
Lucia Mireles-Chavez
Elise Moeck
The Reginald C. Mohun Family
Ana Monreal
Sergio & Sally Moreno
Daniel  & Laura Mortenson
John Mulligan
John & Lloydell Muro
Bruce Myers
James & Delia Netto
Kurt & Diane Neuhaus
Gary & Mary Oberti
Michael E. O'Hare
Mary Olgin
Dino & Suzanne Orlando
Evan & Judy Orme
Ron & Kathi O'Rourke
Mark & Felicia Ostdiek
Yvonne Osuna
Charlene Papin
Mike & Lynn Pappace
Pete & Gabriela Pappas
Christine Pappas
Michael Parker
Gordon & Susan Paul

Ermelinda Sanchez
Brittany & Cameron Sanders
Patricia Santy
Cheryl Sarkisian
Je  & Wanda Savage
Francis & Maria Schmidt
Je  & Sharolyn Schmiederer
Ila Schoettler
Zak & Mary Grace Schurter
Mark Schwarm
Richard & Ann Sexton
Monica Shackelton
Steve & Judy Shahbazian
Marty & Bob Simons
Martha Slaven
John & Donna Sloan
Dennis & Marilyn Sni�n
Steve Socha
Joey Soto
John & Marie Sousa
Bernadette Sowards
Stan & Darlene Spano
Thomas & Michelle Spencer
Amber Spencer
Je  & Katie Sperling
Tim & Donna Springer
Chris Squires
Pam Steinhauer
Robert & Rose Marie Stock
Mark Storelli
Larry & Monica Strambi
Cinda Stuckey
John J. & Mary Sullivan, Jr
Ronald Taylor
Lou & Sharon Tellifson
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In Memoriam...
Don Holland, a longtime volunteer for Right to Life, passed away on July 21st.
He was a dear friend, and we ask you to remember him and his family in prayer.
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